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Although originally designed as an extension for the Unied
Modeling Language (UML), the Object Constraint Language (OCL) has
been broadly adopted in the context of UML as well as other modeling
and domain-specic languages. However, appropriate tooling, supporting
software developers on using OCL is still scarce and lacks debugging
support. As OCL constraints are likely to become rather complex for real
world examples, it is typically hard to comprehend the inuence of single
OCL expressions on the result of an evaluated OCL constraint. Therefore,
debugging is of topmost importance for both constraint comprehension
and maintenance. In this paper, we evaluate existing debugging tools for
OCL and come to the conclusion that no real step-by-step debugger for
OCL exist, yet. Therefore, we analyze requirements for OCL debuggers
and present an OCL debugger implementation for Dresden OCL.
Abstract.
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Introduction

Within the last 20 years, the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [1] has become
a widely adopted constraint language used in the context of the Unied Modeling Language (UML) [2] as well as transformation languages like Query View
Transformation (QVT) [3], and other domain-specic modeling languages [4].
However, for the further acceptance of OCL in research and industrial application, adequate tooling for an
is still missing [5]. An online survey
conducted by Chimiak-Opoka et al. among more than 100 OCL users in 2009
and 2010 revealed, that the most-wanted features for such integrated development environments (IDEs) comprise adequate OCL debugging and refactoring
support [6].
Whereas refactoring focuses on the maintenance and optimization of OCL
expressions, debugging allows for their systematic execution, and therefore, the
identication of implementation faults within OCL constraints [5]. Although
OCL refactoring has been investigated and implemented for existing tooling
recently [7,8], accurate support for OCL debugging is still an open task. First approaches support OCL evaluation tracing [9], butto the best of our knowledge
no real step-by-step debugging for OCL exist, yet. Thus, in this paper, we present
IDE4OCL
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a step-by-step debugger for OCL, implemented for an open-source OCL tool,
namely Dresden OCL . We identify requirements for OCL debugging and evaluate existing OCL tools w.r.t. their support for OCL debugging. Afterwards, we
present our implementation of a step-by-step debugger for Dresden OCL.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2 we dene
the term
as understood in this paper. Afterwards, in Sect. 3
we identify requirements and useful features for step-by-step OCL debuggers.
Following, we investigate OCL and OCL-related tools in Sect. 4 w.r.t. the identied requirements for OCL debugging functionality. Finally, Sect. 5 outlines our
implementation for OCL debugging and Sect. 6 concludes this paper.
1

OCL debugging
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Background

The use of
has a long tradition in electronics and computer science.
Thus, various denitions and understandings of the term debugging exist. Since
the 1960s, debugging is recognized as a process of nding and correcting
(errors, defects) in computer programs. However, debugging is often explained
as the process of correcting syntactic and logical errors, detected during coding
only [10]. Within the same meaning, Sommerville emphasizes in his software
engineering text book [11] that debugging and
are dierent processes: defect testing establishes the existence of defects; debugging is concerned
with locating and correcting these defects. A state-of-the-art debugging tool,
mostly called a
, generally provides both functionalities. It is used to
test and debug programs [12], and oers functions such as

of a program one at a time: therewith the programmer may examine the state of related data, before and after execution
of a particular line of code,

or stopping the program to examine the current state at a specied
instruction by means of a
,

the values of variables,

the program state while it is running,

of debugging activities,

test case generation out of logged debugging results.
Although some of these debugging aspects can be considered as being highly
related to imperative languages (e.g., step-by-step execution of a program executing one line at a time), similar functionality is also required for declarative
and side-eect free languages such as the OCL. Although each OCL constraint or
query may be expressed as one single line of code, this line of code can comprise
many tree-structured OCL expressions which are evaluated during interpretation
in a visitor-based manner. Thus, for OCL programmers it is helpful in analyzing
bugs to know the immediate results of each subsequent constituent of an OCL
expression. Therefore, we test and debug individual OCL expressions instead
debugging

bugs

defect testing

debugger

Step-by-step execution

line

Breaking

breakpoint

Tracing

Modifying
Logging

(Semi-)Automating
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1 context Person:
2 inv: getChildren()->size() >= 0
Listing 1.

An example OCL constraint.

1 context Person def: getAge() : Integer =
2 self.age + (if self.hadBirthday then 1 else 0 endif)
Listing 2.

A constraint with an if expression.

of imperative program statements that are typically coded by one statement
per (code) line. Besides step-by-step execution of OCL sub-expressions, OCL
programmers are interested in tracing the values of variables as well as using
conditional breakpoints in an expression to examine their current state. We call
this technique
.
step-by-step debugging
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Requirements

In the following, we discuss requirements and useful features for step-by-step
OCL debuggers. The requirements emerge from the debugging features described
by Zeller [12] outlined above, as well as from an analysis of the functionality provided by existing OCL debuggers such as USE [9] and debug tools for imperative
programming languages such as the Eclipse Java development tools (JDT) .
2

A step-by-step OCL debugger should support
step-wise debugging of OCL expressions. The debugger should suspend its OCL
evaluation when reaching a breakpoint dened on an OCL expression. Such a
breakpoint could be either dened on the respective OCL expression in an OCL
editor (concrete syntax), or by marking the respective OCL expression in a treebased presentation of nested OCL expressions (abstract syntax).
As OCL is a
declarative language, a single line of OCL code in concrete syntax is likely to
contain several OCL expressions (e.g., the OCL constraint given in Listing 1 consists of three operation call expressions, one integer literal expression and one
implicit variable call expression referring to the variable). Thus, if an OCL
debugger is suspended during interpretation, it should highlight the currently
evaluated OCL expression within an OCL editor, or within a tree-base representation of its abstract syntax, or optimally, both. For the given example, either
one operation call, the integer literal or the whole constraint (at the beginning
or the end of the constraint's interpretation) should be highlighted.
/R1/ Step-by-step debugging

/R1.1/ Highlighting the currently interpreted OCL expression

self
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Tree-based:

Stack-based:

:ExpressionInOcl

>= : OperationCallExp
source

parameters

size() : OperationCallExp

0 : IntegerLiteralExp

source

size() : OperationCallExp

getChildren() : OperationCallExp

>= : OperationCallExp
source

self : VariableExp
Legend:

Fig. 1.

:ExpressionInOcl

Interpretation Started

Current Position of Interpreter

Interpretation Not Yet Started

Tree- and stack-based representation of an OCL constraint during debugging.

Existing debuggers (e.g., debuggers based on the Eclipse
debugging framework) support dierent kinds of stepping for step-by-step debugging; namely
,
and
. OCL debuggers should
support these three kinds of debugging steps. For example, for the if expression
shown in line 2 of Listing 2 and the current position of the interpretation being after the evaluation of the
to , a
would continue the evaluation and suspend again in front of the expression
, whereas a
and a
would both result in a suspension in
front of the the operation.
/R1.2/ Stepping support

step into step over

step return

condition self.hadBirthday

true

step into

then

step over

1

step return

+

During OCL interpretation, nested OCL expressions are evaluated in a visitor-like manner. To
visualize the currently evaluated OCL expressions, OCL debuggers should visualize the visited OCL expressions either in a tree-based or stack-based manner.
For example, for the OCL invariant shown in Listing 1 and the interpretation
being suspended at the
operation call, the tree- and stack-based representations of the currently evaluated OCL constraint are shown in Fig. 1.
/R2/ Visualization of the visited OCL expressions

size()

Although
the visualization of the currently evaluated OCL expressions in a tree- or stackbased manner can ease the understanding of OCL interpretation, an OCL debugger should visualize the results of already evaluated nested OCL expressions,
giving an overview on all evaluated expressions and their results, and thus, the
causes for the sub-expressions being evaluated in the following (e.g., for an if expression this visualization would show the evaluated condition as well as whether
the or the branch have been evaluated). If a tree-based visualization for
the currently evaluated OCL expression is used (/R2/), the same visualization
can be used by annotating the nodes in the tree with their evaluation results.

/R3/ Visualization of results for evaluated OCL expressions

then

else
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Although the tree-based visualization may be helpful to further understand the evaluation of an OCL expression,
it can also contain too much information in some scenarios. Therefore, OCL debuggers can provide support ltering the expression trace (e.g., sub-expressions
causing the nal result to be
instead of could be shown exclusively
to detect bugs in invariants) [9].
Similar to other interpreters,
OCL interpreters can be optimized to skip the evaluation of sub-expressions having no impact onto the nal result of a nested OCL expression (e.g., for the evaluation of an expression
, has not to be evaluated, if results in ).
Further examples are iterators whose interpretation can be cancelled if one visited element fullls the iterator's condition (e.g., for the iterator). However,
it can be helpful to fully interpret such OCL expressions and to present their
results in the tree-based evaluation trace, as the evaluated expressions letting
their evaluation being superuous may contain bugs as well [9].
/R3.1/ Filtering of evaluated sub-expressions

false

true

/R3.2/ Visualization of unnecessary sub-expressions

(a or b) b

a

true

any

During debugging, the values of currently
visible and accessible variables should be presented, to ease the understanding
of the current program state. For OCL debuggers, all variables dened in expressions as well as possible parameters emerging from the constraint's context
(e.g., when interpreting a or constraint of an operation having arguments) should be visualized. Besides, already evaluated expressions should be
visualized as well. For example, consider the interpretation of the expression
shown in line 2 of Listing 2, being suspended after interpreting the
of the expression. At this point in time, the evaluated value of the condition
should be visualized as well to ease the understanding for the user why either
the interpretation of the expression, or the expression will follow. Furthermore, the the variable for the currently interpreted constraint should
be visualized; as well as further predened variables (e.g., the
variable, if
a constraint is interpreted).
/R4/ Tracing of variable values

let

pre

post

if

condition

if

then

else

self

result

post

For existing debuggers (e.g., the Java debugger of the JDT), it is very common to provide conditional breakpoints. Thus,
breakpoints can be annotated with Boolean conditions, specifying whether or
not the debugger should suspend, when the breakpoint is reached. For OCL debuggers, these conditions should support references to variables, operations and
properties visible at the OCL expression(s) corresponding to the breakpoint.

/R5/ Conditional breakpoints

/R6/ Watch expressions Besides conditional breakpoints, existing debuggers support
. Watch expressions are additional expressions
being evaluated for the current context of an interpretation. For example, if
the debugger is suspended during the interpretation of a constraint dened on
a
class, a watch expression could contain a call to an operation of this
watch expressions

Person
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/R1/ /R1.1/ /R1.2/ /R2/ /R3/ /R3.1/ /R3.2/ /R4/ /R5/ /R6/ /R7/
USE
X
X
X
SQUAM OCL X
QVT-O
(X)
X
X
X
X
MDT/OCL
Dresden OCL X
X
X
X
X
( X)
X
Table 1.

OCL (related-)tools and the requirements they support for OCL debugging.

class (e.g.,
). The expression could help the user to further evaluate the
current state of the objects being interpreted, besides the variables visible in the
variables view.
getAge()

As introduced in Sect. 2,
debugging can include the modication of the debugged program, while it is running. For example, the JDT Java debugger allows hot code replacement during
debugging. In the context of OCL, several dierent modications while debugging an OCL constraint are possible. First, the debugged constraint itself can be
modied to x bugs while debugging the constraint in a certain context (e.g.,
a
Boolean literal could be xed to be instead). Second, besides the
constraint, the model, the constraint is referring to can be modied (e.g., an
operation's semantics given in the model could be modied during debugging).
Third, the state of the model instance, in which context the constraint is currently debugged, can be modied (e.g., the ) of a
being the context of
a constraint could be modied). Finally, the modication of visualized variables'
values or the evaluation results of individual OCL expressions in the tree-based
evaluation view could be supported, to check the direct impact of other values
during debugging.
/R7/ Program and program state modication

false

true

age
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Person

Related Work

Besides Dresden OCL, other OCL and OCL-related tools exist (e.g., the UMLbased Specication Environment (USE), the Systematic Quality Assessment of
Models OCL Tool (SQUAM OCL), Eclipse MDT/OCL, and QVT-O). In the
following, we investigate these tools regarding their support for OCL debugging,
and name the requirements supported by our current implementation of an OCL
debugger for Dresden OCL. A summary of the requirements supported by all
tools discussed below is given in Table 1.
USE oers an
visualizing the evaluation of OCL expressions as a tree [9]. The evaluation browser can be considered as an OCL
debugger (without support for step-wise OCL debugging), supporting the requirement /R3/. Besides, the evaluation browser can be ltered (e.g., to show
3

3

evaluation browser
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failed evaluations only and to examine the root cause of the failure or unexpected
result), supporting the requirements /R3.1/ and /R3.2/.
SQUAM OCL oers the ability to trace the evaluation of selected OCL
expressions on a single model element. The trace is presented as text output on
the console listing all evaluation steps and their results. Therefore, SQUAM OCL
OCL can be considered as supporting the requirement /R3/ in a text-based
manner.
Although the QVT-O tools of the Eclipse modeling tools do not support
OCL debugging, they support debugging of QVT-O expressions, which can be
considered as rather similar functionality, as QVT-O includes OCL expressions.
The QVT-O debugger is integrated into the Eclipse environment and oers a
large subset of debugging functionality for QVT-O such as stepping /R1/, a
variables view /R4/, conditional breakpoints /R5/, and watch expressions /R6/.
However, although the QVT-O debugger supports line-based stepping, stepping
at the OCL expression level (/R1.1/ and /R1.2/) is not supported, as stepping
is only possible for individual lines of QVT-O code in the QVT-O editor.
Another widely used OCL tool is MDT/OCL provided by the Eclipse modeling tools . MDT/OCL currently does not oer interactive debugging support. At
best, its OCL Console can be used to evaluate partial OCL expressions. However,
OCL debugging is planned to be realized for subsequent releases .
Following, we shortly name the requirements supporty by our implementation
of an OCL debugger for Dresden OCL presented in the subsequent section. Our
solution supports step-by-step debugging /R1/ (including its sub-requirements
and the visualization of visited OCL expressions /R2/. Besides, variable tracing /R4/ and expression tracing /R3/ are supported. The sub-requirement for
ltering /R3.1/ is partly supported, as expressions can be ltered w.r.t.
and values. The evaluation of unnecessary OCL expressions /R3.2/ is not
supported. Conditional breakpoints /R5/, watch expressions /R6/ and program
state modication /R7/ are targets for enhancements in future works.
Apart from debuggers for OCL, debuggers for other declarative languages
exist. Cabellero et al. present a debugging framework for SQL views [13]. Their
tool visualizes the computation of an SQL view as a computation tree (similar
to a tree-based representation of OCL expressions), allowing users to inspect
the computation results of individual nodes within the computation tree and
mark their results as being either correct or incorrect to detect sub statements
or nested views causing the erroneous result of an SQL view. A more advanced
SQL debugging tool is proposed by Herschel et al. [14]. Their Eclipse-based tool
allows for inspection why specic tuples do not appear within a result set by
computing the missing relations for the expected results.
4

5

6

7

true

false
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5
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5

Implementation

As outlined above, based on the identied requirements for OCL debuggers, we
built a ready-to-use OCL debugger for Dresden OCL [15]. Although tree-based
debuggers such as the USE debugger can help to visualize the interpretation
results of OCL expressions, we argue that for real debugging, step-by-step debugging including the highlighting of OCL expressions in a textual OCL editor
is required. Especially for the debugging of more complex OCL statements (e.g.,
iterator or even nested iterator expressions), a simple tree-based presentation is
insucient, as the text editor integration further increases the understanding of
evaluation results for individual nested OCL expressions.
The existing OCL interpreter of Dresden OCL was extended by an OCL
debugger that suspends on breakpoints and propagates variable traces to the
Eclipse UI. To provide native look and feel for Eclipse-integrated debugging, the
OCL debugger was realized with the Eclipse debugging framework and was fully
integrated with the EMFText-based OCL editor and parser of Dresden OCL [16].
During debugging, breakpoints can be dened in the OCL editor and respective
expressions are highlighted when stopping on a breakpoints during debugging.
Currently, our OCL debugger supports step-by-step debugging /R1/, the visualization of currently interpreted OCL expressions as an expression stack /R2/, as
well as viewing the debugged expression trace /R3/ and variable tracing /R4/.
Support for conditional breakpoints /R5/, watch expressions /R6/, and program
state modication /R7/ are planned features for future works.
Figure 2 shows a screenshot of the debugger in the Eclipse debug perspective, while debugging a constraint from the Royal & Loyal example by Warmer
and Kleppe [17]. At the top left, the expression stack of the currently debugged
constraint is visible. Besides, on the right, the variables view illustrates the currently visible variables. At the currently reached breakpoint, after the evaluation
of the property call
, the variable is the only visible variable. However, the variables view also contains the source and the result of the interpreted
expression call named as
and
and the result of the
currently interpreted constraint
, which is an empty by now but
may by lled during the interpretation of the
and
iterators yet
to be debugged and interpreted. Below, in the center, the OCL editor visualizes
the currently debugged constraints and OCL expressions. Below, at the bottom
of the screen, a tracer view illustrates the expression trace of yet debugged OCL
expressions and their results in a tree-like manner.
levels

self

oclSource

oclPropertyValue

oclResult

Set

select
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collect

Conclusion

In this paper, we identied requirements for OCL debugging and evaluated existing OCL tools w.r.t. debugging support. We showed that none of the investigated
tools fully supports step-by-step debugging for OCL, yet. Although, OCL debugging has been highlighted as one of the most-wanted features in related work [6].
Therefore, we presented our solution for a step-by-step OCL debugger that is

9

Fig. 2.

The OCL debugger, while debugging the Royal & Loyal example from [17].

based on the Eclipse debugging framework and extends the existing interpreter
of Dresden OCL. The OCL debugger has been extensively tested and is publicly available . To the best of our knowledge, this is the rst tool supporting
step-by-step debugging for OCL. In future works we plan to address the missing
features discussed in Sect. 3 such as conditional breakpoints, watch expressions
and program state modication. With our step-by-step OCL debugger, OCL
tooling is another step further on its way towards an IDE4OCL as envisioned
by Chimiak-Opoka et al. [5].
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